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Safety-Critical Cyber Physical Systems      

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) deal with the cyber control and physical processes as well as the interactions between them. 
In the domains of automobile and aerospace (A/A), many CPS are safety-critical systems, such as cruise control systems and flight 
control systems. Undiscovered software or hardware problems in the design may lead to severe safety issues. Late-phase fault 
detection and rework can risk significant loss in both time and money. 

To address these issues, early-phase rigorous design, modeling and verification of CPS is promoted. At the same time, novel, 
trustworthy, yet efficient approaches to address various challenges of CPS, such as complexity, scalability, security, heterogeneity  
and interoperability, are desired in the A/A industrial context to meet the market requirements of quality, dependability, cost and time. 
This special issue will present the state-of-the-art research results on the topics of safety-critical CPS in the A/A domains, particularly 
for the autonomous vehicles and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. 

The areas of interests include, but are not limited to, the following CPS-relevant topics:

Important dates: 

Submission deadline: 
Dec 2016 

Publication Date:   
Jul 2017

All papers must be submitted through the journal’s Manuscript Central system:

http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/iet-cps

For enquiries regarding this Special Issue please contact the Guest Editors: 

FULLY OPENACCESS JOURNALAPC WAIVEDIN 2016

Editors-in-Chief: Shiyan Hu, Michigan Technological University, USA
Albert Zomaya, The University of Sydney, Australia

n  Model-based design approaches
n  Software/Hardware codesign approaches
n  Requirement formalization and validation approaches
n  CPS safety and security
n Complexity and scalability
n Heterogeneity and interoperability
n Timing analysis and verification

n Architecture design and analysis
n Simulation, testing and formal verification
n Hybrid systems modeling, verification, and reachability 

analysis
n Synthesis of CPS
n CPS in Autonomous vehicles and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

All submissions are subject to the journal’s peer-review procedures. The authors should follow the journal’s Author Guide at
http://digital-library.theiet.org/journals/author-guide when preparing papers for submission to the Special Issue.
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The Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) is working to engineer a better world. We inspire, inform and influence the global engineering 
community, supporting technology innovation to meet the needs of society. The Institution of Engineering and Technology is registered as a  
Charity in England and Wales (No. 211014) and Scotland (No. SC038698).
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What is Open Access Publishing?
Open access publishing enables peer reviewed, accepted journal articles to be made freely available online to anyone with access 
to the internet. Open access publishing with the IET is funded through author publication charges. This model differs from the 
subscription based publishing model, whereby readers (or more commonly, readers’ institutions) pay for access to journal articles. 
For more information, contact us on journals@theiet.org.

 Why publish in IET Cyber Physical Systems: Theory & Applications?
n Worldwide readership and database coverage - including IET Inspec 
n  Online submission and tracking for up-to-date progress of your paper
n  Prompt and rigorous peer review provides authors with a quick decision about publication
n  Open access publication allows authors to disseminate their research to a wider international audience with their work 
 made freely available online
n  IET journals are available online via the IET Digital Library and IEEE Xplore for easy sharing of your research
n  Articles are published e-first in advance of the printed publication making your research available at the earliest opportunity
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